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PalmaBot



PalmaBot Benefits.
Signal 
based 

workflow Mobile

Intuitive

Speed

Private & Secure

Multi-Exchange



1.case:
Long term coin holder

(2 types)

1. Buy coin 
2. Signal set up 
3. In general you leave it as it is, but you 

might escape some dips or do 
arbitrage (article & video) 



Long term coin hold step 1: 
Buy coin

Usual way Palma way

1. Deposit FIAT to your exchange 
account.


2. Do quick analysis when is best to 
buy.


3. Sign in to your exchange.

4. Setup buy order or wait and check 

all the time when will it happen.

1. Use /coinPrice to check on which 
exchange the price is lower.


2. Transfer FIAT to lowest exchange.

3. Do analysis when is best to buy.

4. Setup /diff signal.

5. Go do whatever you want - when the 

notification comes, check if it is the right 
time - adjust the strategy as you go - 
execute on the go - while living your life.

Crypto 
Exchange



Long term coin hold step 2: 
Signals setup

Usual way Palma way
1. Setup /diff signal for other 

exchange 0.5% (for example)

2. Setup /abs signal for selected 

exchange.

3. Setup /diff signals for highest 

exchange (or other).

?



Long term coin hold step 3:
Follow the price

Usual way Palma way

1. Come home late at night

2. If you remember and have the 

energy

3. Sign in to your exchange and 

check the price

1. Setup additional signals for 
other coins.


2. When dips happen, all the 
market is going down - that is 
why it is good to have at least 3 
signal for other coins as well.


3. Do arbitrage in the meantime.


Medium Article & Arbitrage video#FOMO

https://medium.com/palmabot/escape-the-dip-2-2978d16388bd
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhEoJro_rIE


2.case:
Active trading

1. Wake up and do analysis. 
2. Predict and draw the lines. 
3. Setup orders.



Active trading step 1:
Wake up and do analysis
Usual way Palma way

1. Login to computer

2. Login to each exchange

3. Check price graph via exchange

4. Check news via google

1. Check everything via all-in-one 
app PalmaBot while enjoying 
the morning sun at the seaside.



Active trading step 2:
Predict and draw the lines

Usual way Palma way

1. Choose your coins

2. Draw the lines

1. Setup signals for all coin-
market-exchange combinations 
you are interested in.


2. Check /news.

/diff 
/abs



1. Choose 1 coin-market-exchange 
combination


2. Place 1 order

3. Stay home and watch all the time 

to be able to react if you did not 
predict the right way or go and 
live your life - and pray, Pray that 
you are lucky today!

Active trading step 3:
(Decide on coin and) place order(s)

Usual way Palma way

1. Live your life and decide what to do 
when PalmaBot notifies you.


2. You are mobile, execute on the go!
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